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We connect the algebraic geometry and representation theory associated to
Freudenthal’s magic square. We give unified geometric descriptions of several
classes of orbit closures, describing their hyperplane sections and desingulariza-
tions, and interpreting them in terms of composition algebras. In particular, we
show how a class of invariant quartic polynomials can be viewed as generalizations
of the classical discriminant of a cubic polynomial.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Magic Square
Let G be a complex simple Lie group,  its Lie algebra, and Gad the
closed G-orbit in  , the adjoint ariety of G. Adjoint varieties are of
 current interest in algebraic geometry 2, 15, 24 ; it is conjectured that they
are the only complex contact manifolds with ample anticanonical bundle.
In order to better understand the geometry of the adjoint varieties, one
could work infinitesimally. If one calculates the space of tangent directions
to lines passing through a point x of G ad, one obtains a new variety
ad Ž 1. 3YT G . For example, in the case of GG , Y   , thex 2 3
twisted cubic curve. In other cases, to understand the geometry of Y
better, one can repeat the procedure. In the case of the remaining
exceptional groups, upon a second infinitesimalization one arrives at the
ŽSeeri arieties, the projective planes over the composition algebras. These
.observations were communicated to us by Y. Ye. The Severi varieties
have been well studied; they arise in numerous geometric contexts. In
 particular, Zak 29 showed that they are the unique extremal varieties for
secant defects. They have the unusual property that a generic hyperplane
section of a Severi variety is still homogeneous. Putting the resulting
varieties into a chart we have
Ž 1. Ž 2 . Ž . 2 Q  T G 2, 6  hyperplane section of Severi2  0
2 2 2 2Ž . Ž .    G 2, 6  Severi2
adŽ . Ž .G 3, 6 G 3, 6  E P lines through a point of G 12 7 7
ad ad ad ad adF E E E G4 6 7 8
where the notations are explained below.
These varieties are homogeneous spaces of groups whose associated Lie
algebras are
   3 3 6 4
     3 3 3 6 6
   6 6 12 7
   4 6 7 8
This chart is called Freudenthal’s magic square of semi-simple Lie algebras.
The magic square was constructed by Freudenthal and Tits as follows:
ŽLet  denote a complex composition algebra i.e., the complexification of
. Ž .,, the quaternions , or the octonions  . For a pair , of such
composition algebras, the corresponding Lie algebra is
Der   T  Der T  ,Ž . Ž .Ž .00 3 3
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Ž .where  is the space of imaginary elements, T  denotes the Jordan0 3
Ž .algebra of 3 3 -Hermitian matrices, and T  is the subspace of3 0
Ž .T  consisting of traceless matrices. From Freudenthal’s construction the3
symmetry in the chart appears to be as miraculous as that  is actually a
Lie algebra. Vinberg gave a construction where the symmetry is built in;
 see 25 .
The Severi varieties admit a common geometric interpretation as 2 
Ž Ž ..   T  and we showed in 21 that their hyperplane sections admit3
Ž 1 3. Ž Ž . .common geometric interpretations as G  ,  T  , the Grass-Q 3 0
manian of 1’s in 3 isotropic for a quadratic form. In particular, when
one moves from left to right in the first two rows, the varieties are
naturally nested in each other. We show in Sections 5,6 that the same is
true for the varieties above in the third and fourth rows; in particular, we
give a common geometric interpretation of the varieties above in the third
Ž 3 6.row as G  , .w
Moreover, as remarked above, as one moves from line to line there are
Žalso natural inclusions of varieties after fixing a point and with the caveat
.that the inclusion of the first row in the second is of a different nature .
The four Severi varieties share many common geometric properties:
their tangent spaces have a common geometric interpretation as 
Ž . Ž Ž ..see Section 3 , and the orbit structure in  T  , the classification of3
hyperplane sections, and the desingularizations of the singular orbit clo-
Ž .sure are all the same see Sections 4,7,8 . We show that these extraordi-
nary similarities also hold for the varieties above in the third and fourth
rows. Moreover, we show that the more complicated spaces of the third
and fourth rows can be understood in terms of a simple object, the
discriminant of a cubic polynomial, as we now explain.
1.2. The Discriminant and Generalizations
Ž 1. 3 Ž 3Ž 2 ..Consider the twisted cubic curve     S  . It is the3
space of cubic polynomials having a triple root, and its tangential variety,
Ž Ž 1.. 3the quartic hypersurface     , is the space of cubics having a3
Ž Ž 1..multiple root. The equation  defining    is the classical discrimi-3
nant of a cubic polynomial and is as follows: if P p x 3 	 p x 2 	 p x	0 1 2
p , then3
2 3 3 2 2 P  3 3 p p 
 p p 	 4 p p 	 p p 
 4 p p .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 3 1 2 0 2 1 3 1 2
Ž 1.The ideal of   is generated by the second derivatives of . Write3
4 Ž . 3W and write   VWW **. Let C x  x . We
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Ž . Ž .rewrite the discriminant changing scales as follows: for w  , r, s*, *
 V let
21 1
3 3² :Q w  3*
 r , s* 	 *C r 	 C* s*Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /2 3
1
2 2² :
 C* s* , C r .Ž . Ž .
6
Ž 1.We may describe   as the image of the rational map:3
 : W  V  WW *Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 13 2 2 3z : w  z : z w : zC w : C w .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .6 3
Letting   , the adjoint variety Gad  is the image of the2 2 2
Ž  .rational map see Section 5 and 22 :
 :  V  * V *    VŽ . Ž .Ž .
u , A ,   u4 , u3A , u3 , u2 Q A , A , 	 , 	 ,Ž . Ž .Ž
u2A
 uQ A , 	 , 	 , 	 , u2 2 
Q A .Ž . Ž . .
Now, let W3m	3 be the vector space associated to a Severi variety
2 Ž W. W is equipped with a cubic form C the determinant, see
 . Ž . Ž Ž ..21 . Let Sp  resp. E  denote the groups appearing in the third6
Ž . Ž .resp fourth row of the magic chart, let    , and continue the6
notation VWW **, etc. We prove:
Ž 3 6.The arieties G  , V are the images of the rational mapping .w
Ž . 6 m	8The quartic Q is an Sp  -inariant form on V . The hypersurface6
Ž Ž 3 6.. Ž 3 6.Q 0 is  G  , and the ideal of G  , is generated by thew w
Ž .ad Ž Ž ..second deriaties of Q. Moreoer, the adjoint ariety E     is
the image of the rational map  .
Ž 3 6. Ž .The varieties G  , V are also Legendrian for a Sp  -w 6
invariant symplectic form 
 that generalizes the natural symplectic form
3 2 Ž 1.on S  , for which   is Legendrian; see Section 5.3
We also show in Section 5 that in some sense the quartic Q as well as
Cayley’s hyperdeterminant are determined by the classical discriminant.
Ž 3 6.The orbit structures for G  , V are slightly more complicatedw
Ž 1.than for   , as the first derivatives of the quartic define an intermedi-3
ate orbit closure which we interpret as the locus of points on a family of
secant lines; see Subsection 5.3. We remark that there are three orbits in
the ambient space for the second row, four in the ambient space for the
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Ž Ž ..third row, and five, not in    , which contains an infinite number of
Ž .adorbits, but in the secant variety of E  .
1.3. Notation
, denote complex composition algebras, i.e.,    where 
Ž . , , , or  the four real division algebras . If a, a denotes
its conjugate as an element of .  denotes the tensor product which
Ž .has the algebra structure with multiplication a b, a b  aa bb
and conjugation a b a b.
Ž .T  denotes the space of -Hermitian matrices of order three, with3
coefficients in :
 r x x1 3 2 T   , r , x  .Ž . x r x3 i j3 2 1  0x x r2 1 3
Ž .T  has the structure of a Jordan algebra with the multiplication AB3
1 Ž .AB	 BA where AB is the usual matrix multiplication. There is a well2
Ž .defined cubic form which we call the determinant on T  .3
Ž . Ž Ž ..We let SO  GL T  denote the group of complex linear trans-3  3
Žformations preserving the Jordan multiplication the name is motivated
because the group can also be described as the group preserving the cubic
Ž . Ž 2 ..form and the quadratic form Q A  trace A . We have respectively
Ž .SO   SO , SL , Sp , F .3 3 3 6 4
Ž . Ž Ž ..We let SL  GL T  denote the group of complex linear trans-3  3
Ž .formations preserving the determinant. Respectively, SL   SL ,3 3
SL  SL , SL , E .3 3 6 6
Ž .Z  denotes the space of Zorn matrices,2
x A
Z   x , y, A , B T  .Ž . Ž .2 3½ 5ž /B y
It can be given the structure of an algebra, called a Freudenthal algebra;
  Ž . Ž Ž ..see 11, 17 . Sp   Gl Z  respectively denotes the groups6  2
Sp , SL , Spin , E . It is the group preserving the quartic discriminant on6 6 12 7
Ž . Ž .Z  see Proposition 5.5 .2
˜ Ž .If YT GP is a subvariety, we let Y T GP denote the corre-x
sponding distribution.
ˆIf XV, we let X V denote the cone over X.
When there is an orbit closure in V * isomorphic to XV, we
utilize XV * to denote this orbit closure.
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2. FREUDENTHAL GEOMETRIES
2.1. The Magic Square and the Four Geometries
Freudenthal associates to each group in the square a set of preferred
Ž .homogeneous varieties k spaces for each group in the k th row . These
spaces have the same incidence relations with the corresponding varieties
for the groups in the same row. He calls the geometries associated to the
groups of the rows respectively, 2-dimensional elliptic, 2-dimensional plane
projectie, 5-dimensional symplectic, and metasymplectic. The distinguished
spaces are called, respectively, spaces of points, lines, planes, and sym-
plecta. To avoid confusion, we will use the terminology F-points, F-planes,
etc.
The spaces of elements are given by the following diagrams:
Here a 1 denotes the space of F-points, 2 the space of F-lines, 3 the
space of F-planes, and 4 the space of F-symplecta in the metasymplectic
Žgeometries. For example, the space of F-points for E is E P , where6 6 1, 6
 we use the ordering of roots as in 3 , and P is the parabolic subgroup1, 6
.associated to the simple roots  and  . Taking out the nodes numbered1 6
4, we obtain the diagrams describing the three types of elements in the
5-dimensional symplectic geometries, and so on.
While Freudenthal was interested in the syntheticaxiomatic geometry
of the spaces, we are primarily interested in the spaces as subvarieties of a
projective space. We have taken embeddings of the spaces to make the
geometries as uniform as possible. Below are the spaces, which are in their
minimal homogeneous embeddings unless indicated. If XV is the
Ž . dminimal embedding,  X S V indicates the dth Veronese re-d
embedding. We use standard nomenclature when there is one, and other-
wise have continued the labelling by parabolic,
Ž 1. 3 Ž . 2  	 G 2, 6 4 1, 2  0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .    G 2, 6      G 2, 6 2 2
5 6 ad 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  	 G 2, 12 E G 2, 6 	 G 4, 12 E P2 1, 5 o 7  2, 4 o 7 6
2Ž . Ž .  E P E P E P  F P E P E P E P2 0 6 1, 6 7 6 8 1 2 4 3 6 3, 5 7 4 8 6
F-points F-lines
Ž . Ž .G 3, 6 G 3, 6  E P 12 7 7
ad ad ad adF P E P E P E P F E E E4 2 6 4 7 3 8 7 4 6 7 8
F-planes F-symplecta
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Ž .Here we use the following notations: G k, l denotes the Grassmanian
k l Ž . Ž .of  ’s in  , G k, l respectively G k, l denotes the Grassmanian of o
k l Ž . ’s in  isotropic for a symplectic resp. nondegenerate quadratic form,
and 	 c denotes the variety of flags  a  b in a fixed  c. G ad a, b
denotes the adjoint ariety of G, the closed orbit in .
We will use the following notations: the F-points in respectively the first,
second, and third rows, and columns corresponding to , will be denoted
2 2 Ž .ad Ž 1 6. Ž 2 , , Sp  G  , . In particular,  is the Cayley plane;0 6 w
  .see 22 . The F-lines, resp. F-planes, in the third row will be denoted
Ž 2 6. Ž 3 6.G  , , resp. G  , . The notations are explained in Subsec-w w
tion 3.5.
2.2. The Magic Rectangle
If one allows the fifth algebra  0, so that
 r1 T 0  r Ž . r3 j2 0 r3
one obtains a fifth column with Lie algebras 0, 0,  	  	  , 	 .2 2 2 4
Everything works fine except that one obtains the unfortunate notations
Ž . Ž . 2 0 0 0Sl 0  * 	 *,  0   	  	  , 0       ,3 6 3 3 3
Ž 3 6. Ž 1 1 1.G 0 , 0  Seg    .w
The spaces of F-points, F-lines, F-planes, and F-symplecta for 	 are4
respectively the closed orbits in the projectivizations of the irreducible
representations encoded in the following diagrams:
Ž .One can extend further to have a sixth column by letting   T 0T 3
denote the homotheties. The corresponding Lie algebras are 0, 0,  ,  .2 2
Folding the diagram of 	 along symmetries to obtain the diagram of4
Ž . , the F-planes and F-symplecta descend to give the representations 3, 02
Ž .and 0, 1 for  . It is not clear if there are natural analogues for F-points2
and F-lines.
Remark. Another way to include  is by adding a fifth column with2
 0 in the naive way. Such a column also has Lie algebras 0, 0,  ,  .3 2
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let m 0, 1, 2, 4, 8. The dimensions of the spaces of
elements are as follows:
F-points F-lines F-planes F-symplecta
First row 2m
 1
Second row 2m 2m
Third row 4m	 1 5m	 2 3m	 3
Fourth row 9m	 6 11m	 9 9m	 11 6m	 9
Freudenthal remarked that for the fourth row, the usual duality between
elements of complementary dimension is lost already at the level of their
dimensions. We see that vestiges of this duality remain. In particular,
giving the F-spaces ‘‘F-dimensions’’ 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, for F-points,
F-lines, F-planes, F-symplecta, if some geometric element describes a
space of dimension um	 , the element of complementary F-dimension
describes a space of dimension m	 u!
 Remark. Deligne, Cohen, and de Man 5, 7, 8 have uniform descrip-
tions of the dimensions of the representation spaces of the exceptional Lie
algebras. The dimensions are given in terms of rational functions of a
2parameter  . The ambient spaces for the spaces of points, lines,m	 2
planes, and symplecta are respectively labelled C*, Y , X , X .2 2 1
2.3. The Magic Square for All n
One can define a magic square for all n, only one loses the fourth row
and column,
  n n 2 n
    n n n 2 n
  
 ,2 n 2 n 4 n
where now
Der   T  Der T  .Ž . Ž .Ž .00 n n
We have the following chart of F-points
 Qn
2 	 n G 2, 2nŽ .Ž .2 1, n
1 
n
1 n
1 n
1  Seg   G 2, 2nŽ . Ž . Ž .2
2 n
1 2 n  	 G 2, 4n .Ž . Ž .2 1, 2 n
1 o
The analogue of F-planes, or perhaps better to say F-hyperplanes, for the
third row is the minuscule varieties
G n , 2n G n , 2n  .Ž . Ž . 2 n
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2.4. F-Schubert Varieties and F-Incidence
Let P, Q be parabolic subgroups of G. Consider the diagram
G
 
p q
XGP GQ Y
Y , y0 Y Ž 
1Ž ..  4and define     p q y  x X  x is incident to y . In theX X 0 0
  Y , y0 Ž .language of 21 ,  is the Y, X Tits-transform of y . We note thatX 0
such a Schubert variety furnishes a homogeneous vector bundle over Y by
taking the fiber over y Y to be the linear span of the cone over Y , y.X
The Freudenthal spaces distinguish certain Schubert varieties which we
will call F-Schubert arieties. The F-Schubert varieties have uniform behav-
ior as one changes  and exhibit similarities as one changes the row. They
play a role in understanding the geometries of the F-varieties analogous to
the role of classical Schubert varieties for understanding Grassmanians.
Let m 1, 2, 4, 8. In the case of the first row there is nothing to say. For
the second row, the variety of F-points incident to an F-line is an
1 Qm and of course the variety of F-lines incident to an F-point is an
1 Qm as the two spaces are isomorphic. This symmetry is broken with
1 m Ž .the third row as  Q G 1, m	 2 generalizes in two differento
2 Ž .ways, to  and to G 2, m	 4 .o
For the third row we have
F-points F-lines F-planes
1 2F-points  
2Ž .F-lines G 2, m	 4 o
1Ž .F-planes G 1, m	 4 o
and for the fourth
F-points F-lines F-planes F-symplecta
1 2 1 6Ž .F-points   G  ,
2 2 6Ž . Ž .F-lines G 3, m	 6  G  ,o 
2 3 6Ž . Ž .F-planes G 2, m	 6  G  ,o 
2 1Ž .F-symplecta G 1, m	 6  o
The 2 ’s corresponding to XF - l i n e s are embedded by the quadraticXF - s y m p l ec t a
Veronese embedding.
One can also study the incidence relations among elements of the same
 space. Freudenthal 12, pp. 169171 describes uniform incidence relations
for the distinguished varieties of each row, which we utilize in our study.
See Section 6.
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3. TANGENT SPACES
We describe the tangent bundles in each of the Freudenthal geometries
 GP. Recall from 21 that, as a module over a maximal semi-simple
Ž .subgroup of P, the decomposition of T GP into irreducible H-modules
can be read off the root system of . Indeed, up to conjugation, the
Žparabolic group P is determined by a set of simple roots a single root
.when P is maximal , say I. Then the irreducible components of the
tangent bundle are, roughly speaking, in correspondance with the possible
coefficients of positive roots over the simple roots in I. We shall denote by
T the sum of the irreducible components of T defined by coefficientsk
over these simple roots with the coefficients summing to k.
3.1. F-Points
In the case of points, the tangent space has one or two components,
given by the following tables:
T   S* SS  T   3 71 2
2 2 2   S*Q     	
4 4 4    S* S S     	
7 8 10 14   S*       .	
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let XGP be the space of F-points in the Freuden-
Ž .thal geometry associated to the pair of composition algebras , and let
x X. Let T  T X denote the smallest P-inariant sub-module. Let H be a1 x
Žmaximal semi-simple subgroup of P. Then H is a spin group or product of
. Ž .spin groups and T is a spin representation or product of such . Moreoer,1
T .1
Proof. Let k  Bk , k  D k, k  D k. We rewrite the table for T	 	 
 
 1
as
0 0  0 1  1 3	 
 	
1 1 1 1 2 5       	 
 	 	 	
2 3 3 1 4 6       	 
 	 	 	
3 3 3 1 5 7        .	 
 	 	 	
The fact that several spin representations of small dimensions have
 natural realizations given by composition algebras can be found in 14 ,
from which all cases except for  can be deduced. The case of
 follows from Proposition 3.3 below, which gives a general relation
between Clifford algebras and composition algebras.
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Note that in the magic chart for n 3, the tangent space to points in
the third row does not have an analogous interpretation.
The space T for points does not have a very regular behavior. Note2
however that for the first and last lines T has the interpretation of2
  . While T does not behave well for points, we have the following0 0 2
proposition:
PROPOSITION 3.2. With notations as aboe, for each Lie algebra  in
Freudenthal’s magic square, there is a parabolic subgroup  of  such that
the quotient  decomposes into the sum of
T  and T   ,1 2 0 0
Ž .where  is associated to the pair of composition algebras , .
Ž . ŽH is a spin group or product of spin groups , T is a spin representation or1
.product of such , and T is a ector representation.2
For the first and last lines of the square, the corresponding GP ’s are
the spaces of F-points, while for the third line they are the spaces of
F-lines. For the second line they are the spaces of incident pairs of
F-points and F-lines. Note in particular that the square below, formed by
these GP is perfectly symmetric, although the geometric interpretations
are not,
Ž 1. Ž . 2  	 G 2, 6 4 1, 2  0
	 	  	 	 E P1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 2, 4 6 1, 6
Ž . Ž .G 2, 6 	 G 4, 12 E P 2, 4 o 7 6
2 E P E P E P .0 6 1, 6 7 6 8 1
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let , be complex composition algebras, other than
the complexification of . Let   be endowed with the quadratic form0 0
2 2Ž .Q a	 b  aa	 bb
a 
 b . Then there is a natural diagram of maps
of algebras
Cl   , Q  End Ž . Ž .0 0
 
e en
Cl   , Q  End   End  .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
The inclusion on the right is the ‘‘diagonal’’ inclusion. When 
Ž .e en Ž . Ž .the dimensions of Cl   , Q and End   End 0 0
coincide, showing that the two half-spin representations of Spin have14
natural realizations on .
 Proof. By the fundamental lemma of Clifford algebras, see 14 , we
have to construct a map
 :    End Ž .0 0
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Ž .2 Ž .such that  a	 b Q a	 b Id , as then there exists a unique
˜ Ž . Ž .extension to a map : Cl   , Q  End  . Con-0 0
sider
 a	 b   ,    ia 	   b , ia 	  b .Ž . Ž . ž /
A short calculation shows that  has the required property. Moreover,
since Cl e en is generated by the products of even numbers of vectors in
  , the diagram follows.0 0
3.2. F-Lines
The components of the tangent spaces for F-lines are
T 2 2 2 2 4 1 	
2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 2          	
2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 4 3           	
T    2
3 4 6 10   
9 12 18 30   
T     T    3 4
       
2 4 8 16 3 3 3 3        .
Let Y respectively denote , 11, 1 3,  and let HA 5 
respectively denote SL , SL  SL , SL  SL , and Spin . Note that2 2 2 2 4 10
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y   and if we give  coordinates u,  then I Y  2 
 4uu,  , u , having respectively 3, 4, 6, and 10 generators. Examining the
spaces above, we obtain:
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let X X p,  GP denote the space of F-lines inF - l ines
the pth row whose composition algebra is . With the same notations as
aboe,
T  p
1 21
Y  Seg  p
2  YŽ .1 
H SL Hp
1 
T 2 p
1  I Y .Ž .2 2 
3.3. F-Planes
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let X X p,  GP denote the space of F-planesF - p l anes
in the pth row whose composition algebra is . With the same notations as
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aboe,
T  p
2  T Ž .1 3
Y  Seg  p
3 2Ž .1
H SL  SL .p
2 3
Ž . 2For p 3, T T and for p 4, T  T  * and T  .1 2 3 3
Unlike the case of F-points, the structure of the tangent space for
F-hyperplanes has a similar interpretation for all n. As with the n 3
chart, the tangent directions to lines through a point is the space of
F-points of the second row. Let  n respectively denote
Ž n
1. Ž n
1 n
1. Ž . Ž .  , Seg   , G 2, 2n and let SL  respectively denote2 n
SL , SL  SL , SL :n n n 2 n
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let X X  GP denote the space of F-hyper-F - pl anes
planes in the 3rd row of the generalized chart whose composition algebra is .
With the same notations as aboe, T  0 and2
T  T Ž .1 n
Y  n
11
H SL  .Ž .n
3.4. F-Symplecta
The spaces of F-symplecta are the adjoint varieties of the exceptional
groups other than G .2
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let X X  GP denote the space of F-F - s ym pl ect a
symplecta whose composition algebra is . With the same notations as aboe,
T Z Ž .1 2
T 2
Y G 3 ,6Ž .1 w
H Sp  .Ž .6
3.5. Interpretations as Grassmanians
Let XGPV be a homogeneous variety with P maximal. When
G is a classical group, X can be characterized as a family of k-planes in
some natural representation of G. We investigate the existence of similar
characterizations in the exceptional cases, in terms of composition algebras
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Ž  .for a different kind of such characterizations, see 22, Corollary 7.8 . For
the varieties of F-points in the second row of the magic square, X
Ž 1 3. 2  G  ,  and in 21 we gave the interpretation of the varieties of
Ž 1 3. 2 ŽF-points in the first row as G  ,  . Being null for the cubicQ 0
and the trace is equivalent to being null for the cubic and quadratic forms
Ž . Ž . Ž . .Q x  tr x x where  is the Jordan multiplication in T  .3
 Rozenfeld announced 26, Theorem 7.22 a unified geometric interpreta-
tion of certain varieties in the chart, which he called elliptic planes over
. Also, before Rozenfeld’s work was available in English, Weinstein
 28 conjectured that there should be a unified interpretation of varieties
in the chart as some type of Grassmanian over .
As a first step towards Weinstein’s conjecture, we felt that just as the
tangent space to an ordinary Grassmanian has an interpretation as
Ž .T G k, V  E* VE, for there to be a unified interpretation of theE
chart, there should be a unified interpretation of tangent spaces, and this
infinitesimal problem is solved above. In what follows we suggest global
interpretations based on our infinitesimal calculations.
Ž .We begin with the F-varieties of the third row. If P T  , its comatrix3
is defined by
1 22 2com P  P 
 trace P P	 trace P 
 trace P I ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Ž . Ž .and characterized by the identity com P P det P I. Thus the linear
Ž Ž . .form P trace com P P is a polarization of the determinant. The
varieties of F-planes in the third row are the image of the rational map 
described in Subsection 1.2. On an affine open subset we may write
 1, P  1, P , com P , det P .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
3,  Ž .Note in particular we recover the natural identification T X  T x F - pl anes 3
Ž .from the map  alone. Moreover, if I , P is interpreted as a matrix of3
three row vectors in 6, the map  is the usual Plucker map. The
Ž .condition that P T  can be interpreted as the fact that the three3
Ž .vectors defined by the matrix I, P are orthogonal with respect to the
t 0 IŽ .Hermitian symplectic two-form w x, y  xAy, where A . It isž /
I 0
therefore natural to see X 3,  as a of Grassmanian of symplecticF - pl anes
three-planes in 6. This motivates our notation
X 3,  G 3 ,6 .Ž .F - pl anes w
6 Ž .Similarly, consider a matrix of two vectors in  , of the form I , R, S2
where R and S are two matrices of order two. These two vectors are
orthogonal with respect to the Hermitian symplectic two-form w if and
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only if S is Hermitian. The space of F-lines can be interpreted as a
Ž 2 6. 6Grassmanian G  , of symplectic two-planes in  , and its tangentw
Ž .space, as expected, decomposes into T  and T  T  .1 2 2
Ž 1 6.The space of F-points also has an interpretation as G  , , itsw
tangent space decomposing into T  and T .1 2
In summary:
PROPOSITION 3.8. The spaces of F-points, F-lines, and F-planes for the
third line of the magic square, hae a natural interpretation as symplectic
Ž k 6.Grassmanians G  , , with k 1, 2, 3, respectiely. Their tangent spacesw
Ž . Ž .are respectiely ,  T  , and T  .2 3
Problem. Find a unified interpretation of the F-varieties of the fourth
row.
Ž .3Consider the quadratic form on  , with values in , given
Ž . Ž .for x x , x , x by Q x  x x 	 x x , and consider the space1 2 3 1 3 2 2
3 3G ,   x  Q x  0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .Q
Ž Ž .3.  Ž . 4 Ž .Then T G ,   y Q x, y  0 . If x 1, 0, 0 , we needx Q
Ž .y  Im    and there is no restriction on y .2 0 0 3
ŽThis suggests that the varieties in Proposition 4.3 not the varieties of
. Ž Ž .3.F-points admit a common interpretation as G ,  .Q
Regarding F-varieties for n 3, we have the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let n 3. We hae the following interpretations:
F-points of the first row:  n
10
F-points of the second row:  n
1
Ž n 2 n.F-hyperplanes of the third row: G  , .w
Ž n 2 n.In particular, we hae the identification  G  , .2 n w
Ž .Proof. Note that SL   SL to obtain that the points of then 2 n
second row are indeed  n
1 and the first are  n
1 as in the four by0
four case. For the third row, one uses the same argument as above, only
note that the corresponding Plucker type mapping is of degree n.
4. FOLDING AND HYPERPLANE SECTIONS
OF SEVERI VARIETIES
4.1. Seeri Varieties
Ž .We have little new to say about the F-points or F-lines of the second
2 Ž .row, otherwise known as the Seeri arieties  T  which may be3
Ž .described as the projectivization of the rank one elements of T  . Their3
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Ž 2 .secant varieties   are the rank at most two elements, i.e., the
hypersurface det 0. Throughout this section we let m 1, 2, 4, 8.
We record the following known proposition:
Ž . Ž . 2PROPOSITION 4.1. SL  has three orbits on T  , namely  ,3 3
Ž 2 . 2 Ž . Ž 2 .   , and the open orbit T     , which respectiely3
correspond to the matrices of rank one, two, and three.
2   Ž .The unirulings of  are described in 21 . They are all SL  -homo-3
geneous, i.e., given by Tits transforms. Here we give several descriptions of
Ž 2 . m	1the ruling of   by  ’s:
Ž 2 .The rulings of   were implicitly described by Zak as follows: for
Ž 2 . 2p    , let
2 2 1  x   y such that p 4p x y
 be the entry locus of p. Then Zak 29 shows that  is a quadricp
m	1 1 Ž 2 .hypersurface in a  , i.e., an  , and that   is therefore ruled
by these m	1’s.
2 Ž .Another way to view this ruling is as follows: Let T  *3
Ž 2 .denote the closed orbit in the dual projective space. Then   *
2 , i.e., the dual of the secant variety of 2 is the the closed orbit in
Ž Ž 2 . Ž 2 .the dual projective space and     * by the reflexivity theo-
. 2 2rem . Let N* denote the conormal bundle to . Given H,
 2 ˜ 2N  p    T   HŽ . Ž .½ 5H p
m	1  1 Ž .is the corresponding  for any pN  T  .H 3
The rulings may also be seen from Freudenthal’s perspective: 2 is the
space of F-points and 2 is the space of F-lines. The F-Schubert variety
of a p2 is an 1 Qm 2 and this 1 is the variety
described above.
The Severi varieties were constructed by Zak using a degree two map
Ž . n
1 ndefined by the quadrics vanishing on Y     ; see
 29 . This construction can be generalized to construct the varieties of
Ž 1 .F-lines in the third and fourth rows as well, using Y Seg   Y forA
Ž 2 .  the third row and Y Seg   Y for the fourth row. See 23 .
4.2. Geometric Folding
To deduce the first line of the magic square from the second one we use
the folding of a root system. Consider some Dynkin diagram with a
two-fold symmetry  , and let  be the corresponding simple Lie algebra. If
we choose a system of Chevalley generators for  , there is a uniquely
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defined algebra involution of  inducing the automorphism  of the
 simple roots 25 . Hence a decomposition  W into eigenspaces,
where  is a Lie subalgebra, and W has a natural -module structure. A
case-by-case examination then gives:
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2. There is a commutatie in general non-associatie
-equiariant multiplication on W, and VW is a simple -module.
Ž .In most cases V inherits an algebra structure for which FGL W 
Ž .GL V is the group preserving the structure. Here is a chart summarizing
the representations arising from folding:
2 n	1 Ž . ²2: 2 n Ž .W  T     T  3 0 n 0 n
2 n	2 2 2 nŽ . Ž . Ž .V  T     T  M  .3 n n
 Remark. It follows from the results in 1 that if XV is a homoge-
Ž .neous variety under a semi-simple group such that a generic hyperplane
section of X is still homogeneous, and if XV is not m m or
m m	1 Ž .Q  the two self-reproducing cases , then it must be the variety of
F-points in the second row of a magic chart and XHH is the
corresponding variety of F-points in the first row.
Note that there is a slight anomaly in that the chart does not exactly
Ž .correspond to geometric folding. However, the exception  Q can be2
seen as a special case of a different phenomenon: any homogeneous
Ž . Ž Ž2. .variety XGPV can be realized as  V  S V . In the case2
Ž . Ž Ž2. .of  Q , S V happens to be a generic hyperplane. Note also that the2
Q2 m H section is accounted for by geometric folding but the Q2 n	1 H
section is not.
Let H H denote the corresponding maximal semi-simple subgroupsF G
of the isotropy groups fixing a point of x XH X. In the case of
X2, H  Spin acts irreducibly on TX  , a sixteen-dimen-G 10 	
sional half-spin representation. As an H  Spin -module T 2  F 7 x 0
7, the sum of the spin and the vector representations.
This decomposition is interesting because spin representations of spinor
groups usually decompose into sums of spin representations when re-
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stricted to smaller spinor groups. The appearance of the vector representa-
tion may be understood in terms of the triality automorphism of Spin . We8
consider Spin  Spin . The relevant embedding Spin  Spin is such7 8 8 10
that, because of triality, D5 decomposes as D4 V D4 as a D -module.	 	 4
When one restricts further to Spin  Spin , V D4  V B3  and D47 8 	
B3.
One can see the situation pictorially by considering the fold of the
Dynkin diagram of E into the diagram of F :6 4
5. F-PLANES IN THE THIRD ROW
5.1. Constructions
  Ž 3 6.A special case of the minuscule algorithm in 22 constructs G  ,w
Ž Ž .. 2 Z  from  via a degree three mapping, as well as constructing2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  from   as   * T  *  	  T  6 3 6 3 3 3
Ž .. The construction also produces the increasing filtration of Z  as a2
Ž .U   -module, namely3
Z   T   T  *.Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3 3
Ž .The action of   can also be described in terms of creation and6
 annhilation; see 22 .
Remark. The F-planes in the fourth row can be constructed by a
mapping defined by polynomials vanishing on Y 1 2, Y 21 2
 and their auxiliary varieties. See 22, 23 for details.
Ž . Ž .Here is an alternate construction of   and Z  that makes no6 2
reference to composition algebras; one only uses the existence of an
invariant cubic polynomial:
Ž .THEOREM 5.1 Geometric Version . Let ZHQW be a homoge-
neous ariety with H simple haing the properties that closure of the largest
Ž .H-orbit in W is a cubic hypersurface and that I Z is an irreducible2
H-module.
Ž .Then W * 	 W is a simple Lie algebra and VW
W * has a natural structure of a simple -module. Moreoer, if XV
denotes the closed G-orbit, then the space of 1’s in X through a point x is
isomorphic to Z.
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The significance of this theorem is due to the set of varieties satisfying
its hypotheses:
PROPOSITION 5.2. The arieties satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1
1 2 Ž .are  and  T  . The arieties X so produced are the arieties3
occurring as the space of lines through a point of Gad where G is an
Ž 1. Ž 3 6.exceptional group, i.e., X is   and G  , .3 w
Ž .Note that the hypotheses force I Z W as -modules because Z is2
contained in the cubic hypersurface, whose equation gives an equivariant
2 Ž .inclusion W S W * by contraction .
Ž .THEOREM 5.3 Algebraic Version . Let  be reductie with one-dimen-
sional center and let W be an irreducible -module, with a non-triial action of
the center. Suppose that 2W is irreducible, so that  WW * is a
Ž  .simple Lie algebra see 22 . Suppose moreoer that W is endowed with an
-inariant cubic form, and that, as an -module, S2WW * S, with S
irreducible. Then VWW * has a natural structure of a simple
-module.
We thus recover the constructions of Freudenthal without using division
algebras. Moreover, our proofs will show that the constructions work
Ž .because of the irreducibility of I Z . This perspective simplifies the2
computations. In the same spirit, we construct below the invariant sym-
plectic and quartic forms from a unified perspective and without use of
composition algebras.
The equivalence of the two versions is as follows: If W, then
Ž2. Ž .S S W the Cartan product of W with itself . In general, if ZW is
Ž . Ž2. 2a closed orbit, then I Z is the complement to S W * in S W *.2
The theorem is proved in the same way as the results on minuscule
 varieties in 22 only the argument is simpler. The idea is to define the
natural action on each factor and to normalize the actions such that the
Jacobi identities hold.
To define the action of  on V, let C S3W * denote the cubic and
C* S3W denote the dual cubic. Then  WW * acts on V in the
following way:   acts naturally on each factor, in particular trivially on
Ž . and *; 1   acts by multiplication by 
32,
12, 12, 32
on the four respective components of W ; finally, the actions of W and W *
are given by the following formulae:
1Ž . Ž . ² :t.  r s* *  0  3 t  C rt  t, s* ,2
1Ž . ² : Ž .t*.  r s* *  r, t*  C* s*t*  3*t*  0.2
 With this notation, the application  in 22 in the special case of the
minuscule theorem may be written as in Subsection 1.2.
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Ž 1 1The same construction in Theorem 5.1 works to construct Seg  
1. Ž 3 6. 0 0 0 2 Ž 1 m. G 0 , 0 out of     , in fact, Seg  Q outw
of 0Qm
2 where Qm is a quadric hypersurface. The presence of
02 000 2 should come as no surprise, as the Severi
varieties also classify the smooth connected base schemes of the quadro-
Ž  . 0 0 0 2quadro Cremona transformations see 10 and     is the
base scheme of the classical Cremona transform. Note that 0Qm
2 is
also the base scheme of a quadro-quadro Cremona transformation.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let 
 be the symplectic form on VWW *
* defined by

  r r* *,  s s* *Ž .
² : ² : 6 *
 * 
 r , s* 
 s, r* .Ž . Ž .
Then 
 is -inariant.
Proof. The form 
 is clearly symplectic and -invariant. Moreover, if
u  r r* *,    s s* * V, and tW, then
1 ² : ² :
 1.u ,  
9 *	 * 	 r , s* 	 s, r* 
 1. , u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
² : ² :
 t .u ,  
3 t , s* 	 t , r*  
 C rst 
 t . , u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
This means that 
 is  and W-invariant, hence by symmetry W *-invariant
as well.
5.2. The Quartic Inariant
The five -modules V constructed above have a free invariant algebra,
Ž  .generated in degree four see, e.g., 4 . We write down this quartic
invariant in a unified way, in terms of the -invariant cubic C on W.
PROPOSITION 5.5. The quartic polynomial defined for w  r s*
* V by
21 1
3 3² :Q w  3*
 r , s* 	 *C r 	 C* s*Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /2 3
1
2 2² :
 C* s* , C rŽ . Ž .
6
is a -inariant form on V.
Proof. Q is obviously an -invariant polynomial. It is also -invariant:
it is easy to check that each of its three terms Q , Q , Q is -invariant.1 2 3
Taking into account the symmetry of the expression of Q, we just need to
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check that it is invariant under the action of W, since it will immediately
be invariant also under the action of W *. We compute the action of tW
on Q , Q , Q separately:1 2 3
1 1 2² :t .Q w 
 3*
 r , s* C r t ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 2
1 3 2 2² :t .Q w  t , s* C r 	 3*C r t 	 C* s* C rt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 6
1 2 2² :t .Q w 
 C* s*C rt , C r 
 C* s* C rt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .3 3
It is then straightforward to check that the invariance of Q is equivalent to
the identity
² 2 : ² : 3 ² : 22 C* s*C rt , C r  t , s* C r 	 3 r , s* C r t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Let  : WW *  be the map dual to the action of  on W. The fact
that the Jacobi identities hold in  amounts to the following lemma, which
 partly follows from 22, Proposition 5.1 , and can be proved along the same
lines.
LEMMA 5.6. We can normalize  , C, and C* in such a way that the
following identities hld:
² : ² : r t* s
  s t* r s, t* r
 r , t* s,Ž . Ž .
² : ² : r t* s	  s t* r 2 s, t* r	 r , t* s 
 2C* t*C rs .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Taking the difference of these two identities, and then contracting with
2Ž .C r gives precisely the equality we needed.
The above expression of the quartic invariant was rediscovered by
 several authors in special cases 11, 19 . One may wish to compare it with
  ŽFreudenthal’s uniform expression for the quartic 11, p. 166 which is only
Ž ..defined for VZ  .2
The variety of tangent directions to the lines through a point of Dad is4
1 1 1 7. In this case the quartic is the simplest instance of
 Cayley’s hyperdeterminant; see 13 .
In particular, the above formula for the quartic applies to induce the
Ž . 3 Žhyperdeterminant from the cubic on W T 0  defined by C a3
.b c  abc.
Ž . Ž .When we restrict the quartic form on Z  to Z 0 we obtain the2 2
hyperdeterminant and in turn, the hyperdeterminant determines a unique
Ž . Ž .G-invariant quartic form on each Z  . Let  Z 0 denote the2 Z 2
subspace induced by  .T
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Specializing further, we have:
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 5.7. The quartic Q on Z  is the unique Sp  inariant2 6
Ž .polynomial whose restriction to the subalgebra  Z  is the classicalZ 2
discriminant.
Note that taking  0, this gives a new characterization even of the
hyperdeterminant.
Ž .Proof. It is sufficient to show that the vector space    is6 Z
Ž . Ž .Z  . Suppose to the contrary that    U is a proper subspace.2 6 Z
Ž .Since each of the four ‘‘matrix’’ components of Z  is weighted differ-2
ently for the cubic C, we see the subspace must be the sum of linear
subspaces of each of the four components. In fact the two one-dimensional
components must be present as they are in  . Moreover, the other twoZ
components are dual to one another so must be cut equally. So it is
Ž .sufficient to consider the action on   T  . But the identity matrix isT 3
in an open orbit and so we obtain everything.
Ž 1 m.Remark. The same construction works equally well with Seg  Q ,
to obtain a symplectic and quartic form on 2 m	2 from the cubic
m Ž . Ž . mform on  , C a, b  aq b , where  is equipped with a quadratic
form q.
5.3. Orbits
Ž 3 6.Our description of the closed orbit G  , as the image of  has thew
 following known consequence, which also follows from 21, 22 , so we omit
the proof.
Let W be a vector space with a symplectic form . A variety YW is
ˆLegendrian if for all y Y, the affine tangent space T Y is a maximaly
-isotropic subspace.
Ž 3 6. Ž .PROPOSITION 5.8. G  , Z  is a Legendrian ariety. More-w 2
Ž Ž 3 6..oer, its tangential ariety  G  , is naturally isomorphic to its dualw
Ž 3 6. Ž . Ž .ariety G  , *Z  *, and is the quartic hypersurface Q 0 . Inw 2
Ž Ž 3 6.. Ž Ž 3 6. .other words,  G  ,  G  ,  *.w w
Ž Ž 3 6.. Ž Ž 3 6. .The isomorphism  G  ,  G  ,  * gives another connec-w w
tion between the quartic invariant Q and the theory of hyperdeterminants
 13 .
Remark. It is unusual to have a smooth variety whose dual has degree
 four and it would be interesting to classify such. Zak 29 has classified the
smooth varieties whose duals have degree less than four; in degree two
there is only the quadric hypersurface and in degree three there are only
Ž 1 2 .ten examples, Seg   , its hyperplane section, the Severi varieties,
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and the smooth projections of the Severi varieties. We are unaware of any
general method for constructing varieties with duals of a given degree, but
we record the following observation:
PROPOSITION 5.9. The arieties of F-points in the second row of the n d
Ž d
1. Ž d
1 d
1. Ž .magic chart, namely   , Seg   , and G 2, 2 d , hae dual2
arieties of degree d.
Ž 3 6.The orbit structure of each of the varieties G  , has already beenw
Ž  .studied e.g., in 4 , but their similarities seem to have been overlooked.
 The following proposition follows from results in 4 . We give two different
short proofs along the lines of our study.
PROPOSITION 5.10. For each of the arieties of F-planes in the third row of
the magic chart, there are exactly four orbits, the closures of which are ordered
by inclusion:
G 3 ,6   G 3 ,6   G 3 ,6 V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w 	 w w
Ž Ž 3 6.. Ž Ž 3 6..The equations of  G  , respectiely G  , are gien by the	 w w
Ž .first respectiely second deriaties of the discriminant Q. The dimensions
are respectiely 3m	 3, 5m	 4, and 6m	 6.
Ž Ž 3 6..We also describe the intermediate orbit closure  G  , :	 w
Ž Ž 3 6..PROPOSITION 5.11.  G  , can be described as	 w
Ž . Ž Ž 3 6..1 the singular locus of  G  , ,w
Ž . Ž 3 6.2 the locus of points on a family of secant lines to G  ,w
Ž Ž . .a m	 3 -dimensional family for smooth points ,
Ž . Ž 3 6.3 the locus of points on a secant line to G  , isotropic for thew
Ž .symplectic form unique if a smooth point , in other words, points on a secant
line to two interwoen points in the sense of Freudenthal, i.e., two points in a
same F-Schubert ariety G wŽ1, 6 ., a3 6 ,G Ž ,  .w
Ž . Ž 2 .4 the locus of points on a tangent line to the distribution   ˜
Ž 3 6.TG  , .w
Remark. For the other Legendrian varieties that arise as the space of
lines through a point of an adjoint variety we have the following orbit
Ž 1. Ž ad .structures: for   tangent directions to lines through a point of G ,3 2
Ž Ž 1.. Ž 1. 1 m Žthere are only three orbits as      . For  Q tangent	 3 3
Ž .ad .directions to lines through a point of SO m , the structure is the same
Ž 1 m.as above except that   Q decomposes into two irreducible com-	
Ž 1 m	1.   1ponents, Seg    and e  b 	 f  c  e, f   b  c 
Ž m	2 .4 2 1 1G 2, , with the exception of Q   where there are threeo
components.
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Remark. We determine the orbit structure using an algorithm that is
applicable in general. The idea is to infinitesimalize the study and reduce
the problem to a lower dimensional question. Let XGPV be the
ˆŽ k . Žk
1.closed orbit and fix x X. Then every   V is in some T X  T X,x x
ˆŽk . Ž  .where T X denotes the k th osculating space see 21 . Letting H be ax
ˆŽk . Ž k
1.maximal semi-simple subgroup of P, each N  T XT X is ank x x
H-module and has corresponding orbits. Say there are p H-orbits in Nk k
and T Ž d . V. Then there are at most p 	 				p G-orbits and in fact1 d
there are strictly less because different H-orbits will lead to the same
G-orbit.
Ž 3 6. Ž .Proofs. Write G  , GP and let Sl   P be a maximalw 3
Ž . Ž 3 6.semi-simple subgroup. Then there are four Sl  -orbits in T G  , ,3 x w
ˆ 2 2 ˆ 2 3 6 2Ž . Ž . Ž .namely 0,   0,    , and T G  ,    . Sinceˆ ˆx w
2 is the base-locus of the second fundamental form, it gives the same
Ž Ž 3 6..G-orbit as 0. Thus there are at most three G-orbits in  G  , . Tow
Ž Ž 3 6..see that there are indeed three, note that the space  G  , of	 w
Ž 2 .tangent directions to the distribution   is G-invariant, strictly con-˜
Ž 3 6. Ž Ž 3 6.tains G  , since the intersection of G  , with any of itsw w
ˆ 2 3 6. Ž Ž .. Žtangent spaces is an  , and is properly contained in  G  , itsw
.dimension being smaller . Using the rational map  above, it is easy to
Ž 2 .check that the derivatives of the quartic Q vanish on   ˆ
Ž 3 6. Ž . Ž 3 6.T G  , for x 1, 0, 0, 0 , hence for any xG  , . This impliesx w w
Ž Ž 3 6.. Ž Ž 3 6..that  G  , is the singular locus of  G  , .	 w w
Ž 3 6.To prove that the equations of G  , are the second derivatives ofw
Q, we just notice that this space of quadratic equations define a non-empty
G-stable subset of V, properly contained in the singular locus of
Ž Ž 3 6.. Ž 3 6. G  , . Because of the orbit structure, this must be G  , .w w
Ž Ž 3 6..Finally, since  G  , is a hypersurface, its complement must be anw
open orbit.
The second proposition follows by observing that each of these charac-
terizations defines a union of orbits in V, which is properly contained in
Ž Ž 3 6.. Ž 3 6. G  , , but different from G  , . Hence each must coincidew w
3 6Ž Ž ..with  G  , .	 w
Our second proof gives more information about the entry loci and other
geometric objects.
Ž Ž 3 6..A generic point p  G  , lies on a unique tangent line so itw
will be sufficient to show there are points lying on a family of tangent lines
Ž 3 6. Ž 3 6.but not on G  , . Let p be on a tangent line to xG  , suchw w
Ž 3 6.that p corresponds to a vector   T G  , with the property thatx w
  Ž 2 . Ž 3 6. 2    T G  , . In this case there exists y suchx x w x
that  may also be considered an element of T 2. Moreover, we mayy x
Ž 3 6. Ž 2consider yG  , as tangent directions in  correspond to linesw
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Ž 3 6.. Ž 2 .on G  , . On the other hand since   is degenerate, there is anw
1 m1 Ž . Q worth of choices of y see Section 4 above and any points
1 Ž 3 6. Ž 3 6.z G  , has a tangent vector w T G  , correspond-w z w
Ž .ing to p. Thus p is on an m	 1 -dimensional family of tangent lines and
Ž .thus an m	 2 -dimensional family of secant lines. By our explicit descrip-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tion, the equivalence of 1 , 2 , and 4 follows and 3 follows from
noticing that the 2 is an F-Schubert variety associated to an F-point
1 6Ž .aG  , .w
ŽNote that we recover that there is no G-invariant polynomial on V up
.to constants other than Q and its powers. The geometric interpretation of
Ž Ž 3 6..   G  , has been investigated in 9 in the case of the Grassmanian	 w
Ž . Ž 3 6.G 3, 6    .
Since there are only four orbits, we also have:
Ž Ž 3 6..PROPOSITION 5.12. With the notations aboe,  G  , is self-dual.	 w
The following proposition can be proved in the same way as Proposition
3.2.
Ž Ž 3 6.. m	3PROPOSITION 5.13.  G  , is ruled by the  ’s that are the	 w
linear spans of the F-Schubert arieties
S p6Ž .
ad
3 6 Qm	2 .G Ž ,  .w
Ž Ž 3 6.. m	3In particular, a smooth point of  G  , lies on a unique  	 w
² m	2:Q .
Remark. Let V be an irreducible -module. The decomposition of
-modules
S2V S Ž2.VW stuff
with W irreducible implies that the closed G-orbit in W induces a variety
of quadrics of constant rank on V, and linear spaces on the closed orbit
furnish linear systems of quadrics.
Linear systems of quadrics of constant rank arise as the second funda-
Ž  .mental forms of degenerate dual varieties see 20 , and few examples of
Ž .such systems or smooth varieties with degenerate duals are known.
The interpretation of F-Schubert varieties associated to planes as a
Ž 3 6.family of quadrics on G  , is related to the decomposition of thew
Ž .symmetric square of Z  as2
S2 Z   S Ž2. Z     .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 6
Ž . Ž .An element X   defines a quadratic form on Z  , namely6 2
Ž . Ž .q u   Xu, u . In particular, we obtain varieties of quadrics of con-X
stant rank.
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Ž .adPROPOSITION 5.14. Let m 1, 2, 4, 8. The adjoint ariety Sp 6
parametrizes a ariety of dimension 4m	 1 of quadrics of rank m	 4 on
Ž . 6 m	8Z   .2
Ž Ž 5..One can take linear spaces on these varieties except for   to get2
linear systems of quadrics of constant rank.
6. ADJOINT VARIETIES OF THE
EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS
  Ž . Ž .As shown in 22 ,   may be constructed from   , and the adjoint6
ad Ž 3 6.variety X may be constructed from G  , via a rational map ofEŽ . w
degree four, given in terms of the quartic invariant Q on V. The construc-
Ž .tion also reproduces the five step 
-grading of   and the filtration of
Ž . Ž Ž ..  induced by U   . Continuing the notation of the previous6
section,
  * V *     V,Ž . Ž .Ž .6
Ž .where using the composition algebra model, VZ  . The adjoint vari-2
Ž .adety E  is the image of the rational mapping  described in Subsec-
tion 1.2.
Ž Ž .. Ž .While    does not have a finite number of E  -orbits, there are
Ž . Ž Ž .ad . Ž Ž ..only a finite number of E  -orbits in  E     which we
 now describe. The following theorem improves upon recent results in 16
Ž ad .where it is shown that  G contains an open orbit for any simple group
G. We show that it is actually the union of a finite number of orbits and
exhibit them explicitly:
Ž .THEOREM 6.1. Let   respectiely denote   ,  ,  ,  , and m4 4 6 7 8
Ž .ad Ž Ž ..0, 1, 2, 4, 8. Let E     denote the adjoint ariety, the closed
Ž . Ž Ž .ad . Ž Ž .ad . Ž .E  -orbit. Then  E    E  and the E  -orbit closures in
Ž Ž .ad . E  are
ad ad adE    E    E Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž2 m	7. Ž3.
ad ad  E    E  .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž1.
These orbits are respectiely of dimensions 6m	 9, 10m	 11, 12m	 15,
12m	 17, and 12m	 18.
Ž Ž .ad .Moreoer, the open orbit in  E  is a semi-simple orbit, while the
four others are projectiizations of nilpotent orbits.
Ž Ž .ad .With this notation, the orbit closure  E  has codimension pŽ p.
Ž Ž .ad . Ž Ž .ad . Ž .inside  E  , so a general point of  E  has an p	 1 -Ž p.
dimensional entry locus.
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PROPOSITION 6.2. The orbit closures aboe can be described as follows:

ad adŽ Ž . . Ž Ž . . E    E  Q , where Q is the quadricŽ1. K il l in g K il l in g
hypersurface defined by the Killing form. Equialently, it is the closure of the
Ž .adorbit of points belonging to a unique tangent line to the distribution T E 1
Ž .adof contact hyperplanes in TE  , and the points on a secant line of two
Ž .hinged points in the sense of Freudenthal see below .

adŽ Ž . . E  is the closure of the orbit consisting of points on a tangentŽ3.
Ž Ž 3 6.. Ž .adline to the distribution  G  ,  TE  , a one-dimensional family of˜ w
such.

adŽ Ž . . E  is the closure of the orbit consisting of points belong-Ž2 m	7.
Ž .ing to an m	 2 -dimensional family of tangent lines to the distribution
Ž Ž 3 6.. Ž .ad G  ,  TE  , equialently of points on a secant line of two˜	 w
interwoen points in the sense of Freudenthal.
Ž Ž .ad .Note that  E  cannot be detected from Freudenthal’s geome-Ž3.
 tries. Thus, as in 21 , the perspective of Freudenthal and Tits is extremely
useful for understanding the projective geometry, but it does not reveal the
full story.
Ž Ž .ad . m	5COROLLARY 6.3.  E  is ruled by the  ’s that are theŽ2 m	7.
linear spans of the F-Schubert arieties
X
E Ž .
F - p o i n t s Q m	4 .adEŽ .
Ž Ž .ad . m	5In particular, a smooth point of  E  lies on a unique  Ž2 m	7.
² m	4:Q .
Before entering into the proof of the theorem, we recall Freudenthal’s
Ž .adincidence relations for points of F-symplecta, that is, points of E  .
They can be:
joined, which means they are contained in a unique F-plane. In other
Ž .ad 1words, two points x, y E  are joined if their secant line  isx y
Ž .adcontained in E  ;
interwoen, which means they intersect in an F-point. In other words,
Ž .adtwo points x, y E  are interwoven if they are contained in a
XF - p o i n t s m	4 Ž .ad Q  E  ; if this F-Schubert variety is not unique, then xadEŽ .
and y are joined;
hinged, which means they are joined to a third F-symplecton. In other
Ž .ad Ž . Ž .words, x, y E  are strictly hinged if there exists a unique z
Ž .ad 1 1 Ž .adE  such that the secant lines  , are contained in E  .z x z y
Ž .adEquivalently, x, y  are hinged if their secant line is contained in
the quadric hypersurface defined by the Killing form;
generic, i.e., not hinged.
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  Ž Ž .ad . Ž Ž .ad .Proofs. By 16 ,  E    E  and has secant defect one.
 Also, as noted in 16 , fixing a Cartan subalgebra and a set of simple roots
Ž . Ž Ž .ad .for   , the orbit of X 	 X is open in  E  , where  denotes˜ 
˜ ˜
the maximal root. This element is semi-simple and conjugate to a multiple
Ž .of H . This proves that the open orbit is isomorphic to the semi-simple˜
Ž .orbit of H . Consider in   the cone C over this orbit, and an element x˜
of its closure. The semi-simple part of x must be conjugate to H for˜
some scalar . If  0 and x is not semi-simple, the cone over the orbit it
generates is of dimension strictly bigger than C, which is absurd. Hence x
is semi-simple or nilpotent, and this proves that CC is a union of
nilpotent orbits.
Ž Ž .ad .There potentially are four kinds of elements of  E  , correspond-
Ž .ad Ž 3 6. Ž Ž 3 6..ing to   T E   T ,   T   G  , ,    G  , x 1 1 x w x w x
Ž 3 6. Ž 3 6.G  , , and  G  , . The last type is the same as a point onw x w x
Ž .ad Ž Ž .ad .E  . Let p  E  .
Ž .ad Ž .adConsider the case where there exists an x E  and   T E 1 x
Ž Ž 3 6..with p on the line corresponding to  . Since  G  , T , therew x 1 x
Ž 3 6. Ž .ad 1 1 1exist y, zG  ,  E  such that p . Since  , w x y z x z x y
Ž .adE  , we see that p is indeed on a secant line of two hinged points,
showing the equivalence of the first and third characterizations, modulo
the unicity in the second: but this follows from Freudenthal’s remark that
if two F-symplecta are multiply hinged, that is, joined to several other
F-symplecta, they must be interwoven. Finally, the third and second
characterizations are equivalent from Freudenthal’s observations again.
Ž .adNow consider the case where there exists an x E  and  
Ž Ž 3 6. . Ž .ad G  ,  T E  with p on the line corresponding to  . Letˆ w x 1 x
Ž 3 6. Ž .yG  , be the in general unique point such that  correspondsw x
Ž 3 6.to a vector in T G  , . By the same argument as in Subsection 5.3y w x
above, p lies on a tangent line to all z1 and moreover these tangentx y
Ž 3 6.lines are tangent to the distribution G  , . Moreover, for each x, y˜ w
and  are uniquely determined, so the component of the locus tangent to
Ž Ž 3 6.. 1 G  , passing through x is a  . The dimension count follows.˜ w
Ž .adFinally consider the case where there exists an x E  and  
Ž 3 6. Ž .ad G  ,  T E  with p on the line corresponding to  . Nowˆ	 w x 1 x
ˆ 3 6 ad 1 ˆm	3Ž . Ž .there exist y, zG  ,  E  such that p , in fact a Qw x y z
ˆ 3 6Ž .G  , of such points so this orbit closure does not coincide withw x
any of the others. The points y, z are interwoven as they are both
m	4 Ž .adcontained in a Q  E  , that is, an F-Schubert variety
X
 Ž .
F - p o i n t s
adEŽ .
showing the equivalence of the two characterizations. Each of these
m	5 Ž Ž ..F-Schubert varieties generates a  in    .
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We prove that two such m	5’s, if they are not equal, can intersect only
Ž .adinside E  . Suppose the contrary and take a generic line l in their
Ž .adintersection. It cuts E  exactly in two points u and  , since the
Ž .ad m	5intersection of E  with each of our  ’s in a quadric. But then u
and  are doubly interwoven, hence joined, thus the line l is contained in
Ž .adE  , a contradiction.
Ž Ž .ad .This proves that a generic point of  E  belongs to a uniqueŽ2 m	7.
m	5 generated by an F-Schubert variety. The dimension follows because
Ž . Ž .dim X 	 m	 5  10m	 11.F - p o int s
 One can check from the tables in 6 that there exists nilpotent orbits
Žwith the dimensions claimed in the proposition minus one, because of the
.projectivization . If we exclude F , they are respectively labelled4
Ž  .A , 2 A , 3 A 3 A in the case of E , and A .1 1 1 1 7 2
 Remark. As noted in 7 , the symmetric squares of the exceptional
Ž .simple Lie algebras   have a uniform decomposition into irreducible
components,
S2    S Ž2.  W,Ž . Ž .
Ž2. Ž . Ž .where S   denotes the Cartan product of   with itself, the 
component is given by the Killing form, and the other component W is the
ambient space for F-points. In particular, we obtain:
PROPOSITION 6.4. X Ž . parametrizes a ariety of dimension 9m	 6F - p o int s
Ž .of quadrics of rank m	 6 on   .
Ž ad .We now describe the orbit structure of  G for the remaining simple
groups. In each case the following properties hold: the open orbit is
Ž ad .semi-simple and the others are nilpotent; there is the orbit  G Ž1.
Ž ad . G Q , equivalently, the points on a tangent line of the distri-K il l in g
ad Ž ad . adbution of contact hyperplanes T G ; and dim  G  2dim G , so1
Ž ad . addim G  2dim G 
m.Ž m.
Note that the orbit structure is not as uniform for the classical groups as
for the exceptional groups.
GG . The orbit structure inside the secant variety is2
Gad   Gad   Gad   Gad   G ad .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Ž3. 2 Ž1. 2 2 2
dim Gad  5. The open orbit is semi-simple and the others are nilpotent.2
Ž ad .In particular,  G is the closure of the projectivization of the subregu-Ž1. 2
Ž ad .lar nilpotent orbit. The orbit closure  G consists of points on aŽ3. 2
Ž Ž 1..tangent line to the distribution    .˜ 3
ad Ž .G SL . Note that SL  	   is a partial flag varietyn n 1, n
1 n
of dimension 2n
 3. Here the orbit structure inside the secant variety is
SLad  	   	   	   	   	 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1, n
1 Ž3. 1, n
1 Ž1. 1, n
1 1, n
1 1, n
1
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The intermediate orbits correspond to endomorphisms that in Jordan
normal form consist of one 3 3 nilpotent block, and two 2 2 nilpotent
blocks, respectively.
ad Ž . Ž 2 n.G  SO . Here SO  G 2, n     is an isotropicn, n 5 n o
Grassmanian for a quadratic form Q. The orbit structure is
 G 2, nŽ .Ž .Ž2 n
9. oadSO G 2, n    G 2, n   G 2, n .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n o Ž1. o o G 2, nŽ .Ž .Ž7. o
The orbit closures are not totally ordered by inclusion. This orbit structure
1 ˜ 1 ˜Ž .is not surprising because Base II Q and   Q has two	
Ž Ž ..irreducible components. The orbit closures  G 2, n andŽ2 n
9. o
Ž Ž .. G 2, n correspond to points on a tangent line to one of the twoŽ7. o
˜ Ž Ž .corresponding distributions. Here, if EG 2, n , then QE E is ao
.quadric hypersurface. Note that, unlike in other cases, if a point lies on
1 ˜Ž .a tangent line to the distribution   Q , it is automatically also on a˜
1 ˜Ž .tangent line to the distribution   Q .	˜
We may see the orbits from the global geometry as follows: let P, P
Ž . nG 2, n be distinct points. Let M P	 P . Then dim M 3 or 4.o
	 	If dim M 3, then rank Q  0 or 1. When rank Q  0, P and P areM M
Ž .perpendicular and the corresponding secant is contained in G 2, n . Wheno
	 Ž Ž ..rank Q  1, the corresponding orbit is  G 2, n . If dim M 4,M Ž2 n
9. o
	rank Q  0, 2 or 4. These cases determine orbit closures as follows:M
Rank zero occurs when P and P are perpendicular; the corresponding
5 Ž .orbit is an open subset of a  -bundle over G 4, n , its closure iso
Ž Ž .. G 2, n . Rank two occurs when P contains a line perpendicular toŽ7. o
Ž .P, the corresponding orbit is an open subset of a G 2, n
 4 -bundle over
Ž . Ž Ž ..G 2, n ; its closure is  G 2, n . Rank four is the generic case.o Ž1. o
ad Ž 2 n
1. 2 2 nG Sp . Here Sp   S  . Taking two distinct2n 2 n 2
lines l and l, the plane they generate is either isotropic or not. The orbit
corresponding to the isotropic case is an open subset of a 2-bundle over
Ž . 2 d Ž .G 2, 2n . The orbit structure of the secant variety of Sp   isw 2 n 2 n
therefore
Spad  2 n
1   Spad   Spad .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2 Ž1. 2 n 2 n
This is the most degenerate case.
7. DESINGULARIZATIONS
Let XV be a smooth variety. If the tangential variety of X,
˜Ž . X V is nondegenerate, then it admits a desingularization TX
˜Ž . X where TX is the bundle of embedded tangent projective spaces.
Similarly, if the dual variety X*V * is nondegenerate, it admits a
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desingularization N* X* where N* denotes the conormal bundle
of X.
When X is homogeneous, both of these desingularizations are examples
 of what Kempf 18 calls the collapsing of a ector bundle. In particular,
Ž .whenever  X or X* is nondegenerate, it has rational singularities and
one can explicitly describe its desingularization via Tits transforms.
Ž Ž ..7.1. Orbits in  T 3
Ž 2 . Ž 2 .Here since     * the above discussion applies to desingu-
Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .Ž .larize      . Moreover, the bundle MN*  
1 can
be described as follows: its fiber over an F-line is the linear subspace of
Ž .T  generated by the F-Schubert variety consisting of F-points incident3
to this F-line.
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let GP2 V be a Seeri ariety. Let 2
V * denote the Seeri ariety in the dual projectie space and M be as
aboe. There is a natural diagram
m  2˜EQ 
 
f 2M  Ž .


2
Ž 2 .where f is a desingularization of   . The exceptional diisor E of f is
naturally identified with the G-homogeneous space consisting of pairs of
incident F-points and F-lines, with its two natural projections oer 2 and
2 Ž 2 . 2. In other words, E is the set of points in  * tangent to  along
a quadric 1 Q m.
In the four diagrams below, we indicate the nodes defining the space of
F-points 2 with black dots and those defining the F-lines 2 2
2 Žwith stars. The bundle M on  which is defined by the same node as
2 . , and the quadric inside the fibers of M are below the diagrams.
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Ž Ž ..7.2. Orbits in  Z 2
Ž Ž 3 6..The remarks at the beginning of this section apply to  G  , ,w
Ž Ž 3 6..which is singular exactly along  G  , . It can be desingularized by	 w
a collapsing which answers a question of Kempf in the case of E , who7
failed to observe the orbit corresponds to a nondegenerate tangential
variety.
˜ 3 6Ž .PROPOSITION 7.2. Let TG  , be the bundle of embedded tangentw
Ž 3 6 .spaces of G  ,  , whose associated ector bundle has rankw
Ž 3 6.dim G  , 	 1. There is a natural diagramw
2  3 6Ž . Ž Ž ..E    G  ,˜ 	 w
 
g3 6 3 6˜ Ž . Ž Ž ..TG  ,  G  ,w w


3 6Ž .G  ,w
Ž Ž 3 6..where g is a desingularization of  G  , .w
The exceptional divisor E is singular and it too can be desingularized by
a homogeneous projective bundle over the G-homogeneous space of pairs
˜ 2of incident F-points and F-planes. The singular locus of E is  
Ž 3 6. Ž 3 6.TG   and its fibres over G   are cones over the Severi varietiesw w
2. Outside this locus, E is a Qm	1-bundle: a generic point p in
Ž Ž 3 6.. m	3 G  , is contained in the linear span  of a unique F-Schu-	 w
bert variety S p6Ž .
ad , y, which is a quadric Qm	2 inside this m	3. The3 6G Ž ,  .w
1Ž . m	2fiber g p is then the section of Q by the hyperplane perpendicular
to p.
Ž Ž 3 6..The orbit closure  G  , also admits a natural desingularization	 w
by a collapse given by Freudenthal geometry. Let S be the homogeneous
Ž .ad Ž .vector bundle on Sp  the space of F-points defined by the node of6
the Dynkin diagram corresponding to F-planes, i.e., the bundle whose fiber
at y is the linear span of the F-Schubert variety S p6Ž .
ad , y
3 6 .G Ž ,  .w
THEOREM 7.3. There is a natural diagram
m	2  3 6˜ Ž .EQ G  ,w
 
f 3 6 Ž Ž ..S  G  ,

	 w

ad 1 6Ž . Ž .Sp  G  ,6 w
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Ž Ž 3 6..where f is a desingularization of  G  , . The exceptional diisor E of	 w
f is naturally identified with the G-homogeneous space consisting of pairs of
incident F-points and F-planes, with its two natural projections oer Gad and
Ž 3 6.G  , . The intersection of this diisor with a fiber of  is a quadraticw
hypersurface.
Our four examples of the above situation are the following, where we
indicate the nodes defining the space of F-points with black dots, and
those defining the F-planes with stars. The vector bundle S and the
quadric inside the fibers of S are given below the diagrams.
Ž Ž ..7.3. Orbits in   
˜ ad adŽ . Ž Ž . .First note that TE    E  provides a desingularization of
Ž Ž .ad . Ž Ž .ad . E  as  E  coincides with the tangential variety which is
nondegenerate. The desingularization is as follows:
Ž .adPROPOSITION 7.4. Let E  be a ariety of F-symplecta and let
Ž .ad Ž .adT E   TE  be the bundle of contact hyperplanes. There is a natural1
diagram
3 6  adŽ . Ž Ž . .G  ,  E ˜ w Ž3.
 
ad ad˜ Ž . Ž Ž . .T E   E 1 Ž1.
 
gad ad˜ Ž . Ž Ž . .TE   E 


adŽ .E 
Ž Ž .ad .where g is a desingularization of  E  .
Ž Ž .ad . Ž .Note that since  E  is normal being the image of a collapsing , it
is smooth in codimension one, hence the open orbit in the hypersurface
Ž Ž .ad . Ž Ž .ad . E  is contained in the smooth locus of  E  . This impliesŽ1.
Ž Ž .ad .that g above is also a desingularization of  E  . In particular, weŽ1.
Ž Ž .ad .recover the fact that a general point of  E  belongs to a uniqueŽ1.
˜ adŽ .tangent line to the distribution T E  .1
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Ž Ž .ad .Finally, here is a desingularization of  E  . Let S be theŽ2 m	7.
bundle on X EŽ . induced by the F-Schubert varieties X
E Ž .
F - p o i n t s Q m	4.adF - p o int s EŽ .
Ž .adPROPOSITION 7.5. Let E  be a ariety of F-symplecta. There is a
natural diagram
m	4  ad˜ Ž .EQ E 
 
h ad Ž Ž . .S  E 

Ž2 m	7.

EŽ .XF - p o int s
where h is a desingularization.
Here the four examples of the above situation are the following, where
we indicate the nodes defining the space of F-points with black dots, and
those defining the vector bundle S on X EŽ . with stars.F - p o int s
8. HYPERPLANE SECTIONS
Given an algebraic variety XV, it is interesting to study the hyper-
plane sections XH, for example, the variation of topology or Hodge
structure as one varies the hyperplane H. When XGP is homoge-
neous one could hope to have explicit descriptions of all hyperplane
sections, at least when there are a finite number of G-orbits on V. Donagi
  Ž .9 gives such explicit descriptions for the Grassmanian G 3, 6 and we
generalize his description to the F-planes of the third row of the chart, as
well as recording the sections of the Severi varieties.
PROPOSITION 8.1. There are three types of hyperplane sections of a Seeri
ariety:
Ž .1 homogeneous sections, this is the generic case;
Ž .2 sections with a unique singular point, which is an ordinary quadratic
singularity;
Ž . 1Ž m.3 sections whose singular locus is an  Q .
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Ž 3 6.PROPOSITION 8.2. The four types of hyperplane sections of G  , are:w
Ž .1 smooth generic sections;
Ž .2 sections with a unique singularity, an ordinary quadratic singularity;
Ž .3 sections that are singular along a smooth quadric of dimension
m	 1;
Ž . 24 sections whose singular locus is a cone oer an  .
These descriptions follow from our discussions above. More precisely, if
G acts on V with a finite number of orbits and with closed orbit XV,
the orbit structure of G on V * is the same as that on V. A generic
hyperplane section is always smooth, and if the dual variety is nondegener-
ate, smooth points of the dual variety give rise to sections with a unique
Žsingularity that is an ordinary quadratic singularity. In general, if X* has
 Ž .  .defect , and H X , then XH is a  .sm o oth sin g
In the Severi case, the third type of section follows from Freudenthal’s
1 Ž 3 6.perspective; an F-line has contact with an  . In the G  , case, thew
third and fourth types of sections again follow from Freudenthal where we
     Ž .identify y  V with y*  
 y, 	  V *. We have H 
˜ 3 6 ˜ 3 6Ž . Ž .T G  , if and only if H* T G  , and H and H* are inz w z w
isomorphic orbit closures. The vertex of the cone in the last case is of
course H*.
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